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WHERE WE ARE 

 

We are in chapters 4 and 5 of the textbook. 

Your midterm is due Wednesday, Feb. 28 in D2L. 

Assignment 3 is due Sunday, March 4. 

 

CHAPTERS 4 AND 5 

 

Chapters 4 and 5 in our textbook are largely about the ECOLOGY of public administration 

(generally) and about how high-level public administrators survive in such conditions. 

 

ENVIRONNMENTAL SCANNING 

 

I think this is more often taught in business administration, where it is vitally important for a 

business or corporation to keep an eye on COMPETITORS, SUPPLIERS, MARKETS, THE 

ECONOMY, EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES, and so forth. 

 

In the public sector, the ‘ENVIRONMENT” includes such things, but it is PRIMARILY 

ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING POLITICALLY (especially in the relevant jurisdiction). 

 

Bureaucratic organizations don’t “dance” easily. And yet they need to ADAPT to changes in the 

environment. ELECTION RESULTS regarding the relevant jurisdiction can be crucial.  

 

Requisite variety – an organization needs to be at least complex enough to adapt to 

changes in its environment. 

 

 Requisite agility – an organization needs to be able to “move its moves” quickly enough. 

 

Some environments are relatively STABLE. 

Some environments are DYNAMIC. 

Some environments are TURBULENT.  

 

The bureaucratic form of organization generally assumes a relatively stable environment. 

 



Radical changes in the relevant political environment (often including budget cuts) tend to 

CAUSE CONFUSION and undermine MORALE among employees of government agencies. 

 

THE FISHBOWL  

 

Generally speaking, government agencies are more subject to MEDIA ATTENTION than 

private-sector organizations.  

 

They are generally expected to be MORE TRANSPARENT than private-sector organizations. 

 

They are probably less able to CONTROL their media relations. (Business often have a public 

relations office and they TAKE THE INITIATIVE to shape public media about the business.) 

 

Public administrators generally DO NOT WANT publicity. They want to do their jobs and “stay 

under the radar.” 

 

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO SURVIVE AND PROSPER IN THE “ECOLOG” OF 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION? 

 

Probably, public service motivation. 

 

The thick skin, elbows and DIPLOMACY needed to work with elected leaders, with the public, 

and with representatives of businesses and interest groups. 

 

Good political instincts. 

 

Good interpersonal skills, including being able to work with “difficult people” 

 

Solid administrative knowledge and skills. 

 

PATIENCE AND ENDURANCE 

 

The mental stability to hang in there when the going gets tough.  

 

WILLIAM ROBERTSON as an example of a successful public administrator. 

 

https://www.homeworkmarket.com/sites/default/files/q2/07/10/case_study_3.pdf 

 

http://soapboxla.blogspot.com/2011/01/citywatchla-politics-of-public.html 

 

https://www.homeworkmarket.com/sites/default/files/q2/07/10/case_study_3.pdf
http://soapboxla.blogspot.com/2011/01/citywatchla-politics-of-public.html


http://www.csus.edu/indiv/s/shulockn/Executive%20Fellows%20PDF%20readings/PAR%20ad

min%20profile%20Robertson.pdf 

http://empowerla.org/in-memoriam-of-bill-robertson/ 

  
Sources: the two websites above 

Once in a position there MAY be some opportunity to interpret the job description in ways that 

enable employees to APPLY THEIR NATURAL STRENGTHS to the exercise of the 

responsibilities of the position.  

There is more flexibility in the PRIVATE SECTOR for positions to be created for unusual and 

exceptional people. This is probably exceptionally true of the high-tech companies in Silicon 

Valley. I mean, could Steve Jobs have “been Steve Jobs” working in government? Probably not. 

I think the “fishbowl” ecology and the politically charged environment certainly favors people 

who have . . . 

 General intelligence 

 Emotional intelligence 

 Social intelligence 

 “Thick skin and hard elbows” 

 The ability to say, “no” to people who don’t want to hear, “no.” 

I think smart people avoid troubled organizations, realizing the potential to wreck their careers 

(and perhaps their health and family life). 

There may be no universal, “right stuff.” But there are certainly some people more able to 

become successful public administrators than others. 

A person’s INTERESTS, VALUES, TEMPERMENT, and STRENGTHS should be a match for 

the positions one strives to fill. 

http://www.csus.edu/indiv/s/shulockn/Executive%20Fellows%20PDF%20readings/PAR%20admin%20profile%20Robertson.pdf
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/s/shulockn/Executive%20Fellows%20PDF%20readings/PAR%20admin%20profile%20Robertson.pdf
http://empowerla.org/in-memoriam-of-bill-robertson/


Not everyone is “cut out” to become an administrator.  

----- - 

The following may be helpful as you work on Assignment 3. 

 

 

 

Depending upon Scout’s personality type, he may prefer to take in things in the environment 

either through sensing or by intuition. Once information in “inside” Scout, he may prefer to 

process it either through thinking or through feeling.  

Depending upon whether he scores as an introvert or an extrovert, he may tend to feed the result 

back into himself or he may tend to immediately say or do something back into the environment, 

without any internal reflection.  

Does this make sense to you? Does it help?  

 


